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A. G. Russell’s List of Knives for Immediate Delivery - September 2023
Orders Accepted Only by Phone – 800-965-6433

The expiration date of your subscription is printed on the top line of the mailing label on this book and is indicated as S2023, S2024, etc., followed by the month of the expiration. An example would be S202312, which means that your current subscription will expire at the end of December 2023. We are currently mailing six (6) printed books each year.

The cost of printing and mailing these books is such that we can no longer mail them to folks who are not purchasing. If you have not purchased from The Cutting Edge® anytime during the past twelve (12) months, you will need to subscribe as follows:

- KL −−−− Annual Subscription - within the USA −−−− $15.00
- KL-INT −−−− Annual Subscription - International −−−− $30.00

If you are receiving an email notice of a posted PDF of the book, you will continue to receive that email as long as the email address we have for you works. If you do not currently receive an email with a link to this catalog and wish to, send an email to ce-info@cuttingedge.com or call 800-965-6433 (email works best) and tell us to email you that link each time a new book is going into the mail.

When you find one or more knives that you would like to purchase, make a phone call to 800-965-6433 between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. CT Monday – Friday. Orders for these knives cannot be placed online. We can charge your purchase to Visa, Mastercard or Discover, or we can hold a knife for up to ten business days to allow you to send a personal check.

cuttingedge.com continues to be very active, with new knives added on the Wednesday closest to the 1st of the month, and sometimes on Wednesday of the 3rd or 4th week of the month. Prices on knives that have been listed on cuttingedge.com more than one month are reduced on the Wednesday closest to the 15th of each month. A reminder is sent on each of these Wednesdays as a part of the A.G. Russell Weekly Special. Be sure that we have your current email address so you can get these reminders. Send the email address to ce-info@cuttingedge.com or call 800-965-6433 (email works best).

Preview Period:
Any knife purchased from this list may be returned within 14 days for a refund. If you return the knife after the 14 days, we will happily put it on consignment for you.

Standard Shipping (48 States) $8.95
Accelerated Service (48 States) 4-5 days add $7.00
Expedited Service (48 States) 3-4 days add $15.00
Express Service (48 States) 1-2 days add $30.00
Alaska, Hawaii & Territories (U. S. Mail) add $7.00

Shipping outside the U.S. will be billed at actual cost.
Sorry, No COD Shipments.

All fixed blades include a sheath unless otherwise noted.
Folders do not include a pouch unless so indicated.

Lee McDowell - Hunter
KLSP92158 $515.00

Fred Carter - Hunter
Fixed Blade, Integral Tang, 3 1/8˝ Blade, 440C Stainless, Integral Stainless Handle, Integral Guard, Thong Hole, Pakkawood Inserts, 7 1/4˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. One piece steel with satin finish blade. Light and dark brown Pakkawood handle inserts. Original brown leather sheath.
KLSP92159 $630.00

Deryl Wright - Deluxe Hunter
KLSP92164 $715.00

Deryl Wright - White Water Utility
KLSP92165 $450.00

Deryl Wright - White Water Utility
KLSP92166 $450.00

Bob Merz - Mid-Lock
KLSP92171 $765.00
Bob Merz - Mid-Lock Interframe  
KLSP92172  $1980.00

Tony Baker - Gentleman’s Slipjoint  
Folder, 2 3/4” Blade, CPM-154 Stainless, 416 Stainless Steel Frame, 3 3/4” Closed, New from maker. Mirror polish blade with nail nick and maker’s name on obverse side. Exquisitely hand-engraved frame by Italian engraver Mauro Dassa shows in fine detail a dragon (Wyvern) with floral and scrolling, including gold inlays. Each side is different. Fiery mother-of-pearl inlays with domed stainless steel pins. There is also minute engraving along the top of the frame. One-of-a-kind showstopper. Ships in leather pouch.  
KLSP92173  $3500.00

D.R. Davis - Swayback Slipjoint  
Folder, 3 1/4” Blade, Damascus Steel, Amboyna Burl Handle Scales, Carbon Fiber Bolster, Carbon Fiber Frame, Fiery MOP Shield, 4 1/4” Closed, New from maker. Alabamas damascus blade with nail nick. Maker won the 2021 Blade Show Custom Award for Most Innovative Design for using a carbon fiber frame and back spring, as is used in this knife produced in June 2022. Beautifully figured amboyna scales contrast nicely with the black carbon fiber frame with 18K gold spacer. Precision inlaid mother-of-pearl shield. 1/2 stop, excellent action. Certificate of Authenticity. Ships in maker’s zippered case.  
KLSP92174  $895.00

Rick Nowland - Dogleg Trapper  
KLSP92175  $745.00

James Mustain - Damascus Lockback  
KLSP92176  $720.00

Wayne Whittaker - Lockback  
KLSP92180  $745.00

Wayne Whittaker - Lockback  
KLSP92181  $790.00

Charlie Lloyd - Hunter  
KLSP92182  $1080.00

Ricardo Vilar - Gentleman’s Bowie  
Fixed Blade, Hidden Tang, 7 1/2” Blade, Damascus Steel, Mammoth Ivory Handle, Stainless Dbl Hilt, Stainless Butt Cap, Stainless Collar, 11 5/8” OAL, New from Season 7 Forged in Fire Champion. Forged flame pattern damascus blade. Matched mammoth ivory scales. Double hilt (top & bottom), collar and butt cap have been beautifully engraved with 24k gold inlay by Renata Vilar. Basketweave pattern tooled brown leather sheath. Ships in maker’s zippered case.  
KLSP92186  $3150.00

All fixed blade knives include a sheath unless otherwise stated.

Find More Knives at  
cuttingedge.com®
Mike Tyre - Quillion Dagger
Fixed Blade, Take Down Construction, 10 3/4" Blade, Double-Edged, Damascus Steel, Rare Muskox Horn Handle, Stainless Dbl Hilt, Stainless Pommel, 24K Gold Twist Inlay, 15 3/4" OAL, New from maker. Blade is 400 layer ladder pattern damascus with accordion cut to expose pattern. Steels used are O-1/L-6 with nickel with a diamond style grind. Double hilt is finished with hot gun bluing, as is the spacer and pommel. Muskox handle is fluted and cut to hold the 24K gold twisted wire. Blade has 'TYRE' on obverse ricasso and 'JS' on reverse side. Includes brown leather sheath. Ships in maker's zippered case. Comes with Letter of Authenticity. Sole authorship.

KLSP92188 $4500.00

Ed VanHoy - Damascus Hunter

KLSP92191 $585.00

Ed VanHoy - Damascus Hunter

KLSP92192 $495.00

Ed VanHoy - Damascus Hunter

KLSP92193 $540.00

Ed VanHoy - Damascus Caper

KLSP92194 $495.00

Robert Young - Boot Knife

KLSP92196 $765.00

Robert Young - Baby Bear Sub-Hilt Fighter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 4 1/4" Blade, CPM-154 Stainless, 60 Rc. Cyro-Treat, Ram's Horn Handle Scales, Stainless Hilt, Thong Hole, Red Liners, 8 7/8" OAL, New from maker. Mirror polish blade and hardware. Serial number 'C482' on reverse blade. The red liners show through the translucence of the horn handle scales. Very nice handle configuration. Brown leather sheath is signed by the maker and has matching serial number.

KLSP92197 $1215.00

Robert Young - Jr. Bear Sub-Hilt Fighter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 5 1/8" Blade, CPM-154 Stainless, 60 Rc. Cyro-Treat, Ram's Horn Handle Scales, Stainless Hilt, Thong Hole, Red Liners, 10" OAL, New from maker. Mirror polish blade and hardware. Reverse blade serial number is 'C480'. You can feel the texture in these polished ram's horn scales. Brown leather sheath is made to fit the knife and is signed by the maker with matching serial number.

KLSP92198 $1575.00

Robert Young - City Knife

KLSP92200 $675.00

James B. "Jimmy" Lile - Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 3 3/4" Blade, Unknown Steel, Cocobolo Handle Scales, Brass Guard, Thong Hole, 8 1/2" OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Satin finish blade is probably D2 steel. There are a few scuff marks on the brass guard from sheath storage. Nicely figured cocobolo scales. Original sheath from the maker. Knife and sheath in excellent condition.

KLSP92201 $990.00

Keith Kilby - Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3 3/4" Blade, Unknown Steel, African Blackwood Scales, 8" OAL, Pre-owned. Does not appear to be used or carried but it has been stored in the sheath. Satin finish blade with maker's name on obverse side. Durable blackwood handle scales. Includes brown leather sheath.

KLSP92203 $450.00
Randall Knives - Model 11 - Alaskan Skinner
Fixed Blade, Hidden Tang, 7” Blade, 0-1 Carbon Tool Steel, Stacked Leather Handle, Brass Single Guard, Brass Pommel, Red/Wht/Blue Spacers, 8 1/2” OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Satin finish blade has been stored in the sheath. Original owner’s name etched on reverse blade. Original brown leather sheath with sharpening stone in the pocket.
KLSP92205  $ 630.00

Mike Zscherny - Teardrop Slipjoint
KLSP92207  $ 900.00

James B. “Jimmy” Lile - Button Lock
Folder, 3 1/2” Blade, D2, Nickel Silver Frame, Thong Hole, Stag Inlays, 4 7/8” Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Satin finish blade with nail nick, ‘LILE’ on obverse blade and ‘211’ on reverse blade. Slight scratch at top of blade near spine. Patent pending info on reverse button. Engraving on frame around lock button, top outlining inlay and thong hole (both sides), signed ‘JWS’ (James Stewart). Filework along backspacer. ‘96’ is etched inside backspacer. Precisely fitted stag inlays. Stainless button & backspacer. Near mint condition. Ships in velvet pouch.
KLSP92209  $ 3150.00

Rockstead Knives - Honzukuri - Japanese Custom
Folder, 3 1/4” Blade, ZDP-189 Stainless, DLC Fluted Titanium Scales, 4 1/2” Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Button Lock system. Dual mirror polish and satin finish blade with pronounced detent for opening. Thumb stud on each side of blade and thumb notches. DLC-Prism black titanium frame has fluting. Concealed clip system. Individually serial numbered (506) and comes with a certificate of authenticity. Ships in wooden box with chamois cloth and care instructions.
KLSP92211  $ 1710.00

Murray St Amour - Large Semi Skinner
Fixed Blade, Tapered Tang, 5 1/2” Blade, 154CM Stainless, 60-61 Rc., Cherry Hybrid Handle Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Thong Hole, Red Liners, 10” OAL, New from maker. Mirror polish blade is marked ‘St. Amour CANADA’ on reverse side. Stabilized cherry wood hybrid handle. Brown leather sheath with light tooling from the maker. Ships in zippered case.
KLSP92219  $ 450.00

Do you have knives you’d like to sell in our catalog?
E-mail Debbie at ce_info@cuttingedge.com
Gil Hibben - Custom Filet Knife

KLSP92232 $ 450.00

Chris Amos - Small Hunter

KLSP92235 $ 765.00

Ed Fowler - Yearling
Fixed Blade, Hidden Tang, 3 1/4” Blade, 52100 Carbon, Sheep Horn Handle, Brass Guard, Black Spacers, 6 5/8” OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Satin finish blade shows nice temper lines. Maker’s willow branch is engraved on each side of the guard and his traditional logo is on the obverse blade. Original brown waxed harness leather sheath is included. Ships in zippered case.

KLSP92236 $ 2250.00

Lloyd Hale - Custom Sub-Hilt Fighter

KLSP92237 $ 1980.00

Lloyd Hale - Fighter
Fixed Blade, Hidden Tang, 5 1/2” Blade, 440C Stainless, Stag Handle, Stainless Hilt, Stainless Bolsters, 8 1/2” OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Mirror polish blade with filework on spine. Polished guard has a few scratches on the obverse side. Black, nickel silver, abalone and red spacers. Fingergrooved stag handle. Maker’s name ‘HALE’ is inset in stainless steel shield into top of stag handle. Lightly tooled leather sheath has a leather snap that holds an oblong metal concho with an insert of mother-of-pearl.

KLSP92238 $ 1510.00

Joel A. Worley - Fighter
Fixed Blade, Hidden Tang, 6 3/16” Blade, Damascus Steel, Fossilized Walrus Ivory Handle, Stainless Guard, 11” OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Feather Damascus (1084 & 15N20) shows some dark spots (stored in sheath), with maker’s mark on obverse ricasso. Stabilized, carved fossilized walrus ivory handle. There are a few scratch marks on the guard area closest to handle material. Hand-stitched brown leather sheath has an alligator inlay. CANNOT SHIP OUTSIDE U.S.A.

KLSP92239 $ 1800.00

Ed VanHoy - Damascus Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 4 1/8” Blade, Damascus Steel, Gray Mammoth Ivory Bark Scales, Stainless Bolsters, 8 7/8” OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Random pattern stainless steel damascus. Beautifully engraved bolsters contrast nicely with the striking gray mammoth ivory bark scales. Dark brown leather sheath is included.

KLSP92241 $ 720.00

Phil Gibbs - Original T2 Terminator Dagger
Fixed Blade, "Only 3 Originals Made", Hidden Tang, 7 3/4” Blade, 0-1 Carbon Tool Steel, 60 Rc., RenShape Handle, 6060 T6 Alum Guard, O1 Tool Steel Pommel, 13” OAL, This has been hanging on Phil’s wall in the same case since 1990. One of 3 finished originals made for the Arnold Schwarzenegger’s blockbuster movie, Terminator 2: Judgment Day. One went to the production company (along with additional props used in the movie), and the other is on display in a museum in Tennessee. Ships in original display case. Includes communications between Phil and David Hall of United Cutlery. Also included are copies of Kitt Rae’s original idea. There are Polaroid photos that show additional props sent to the production company. A total of 30,000 were made by Camillus Cutlery for United Cutlery distribution. Also included is communication in preparation for production of the T2 knife.

KLSP92242 $ 13000.00

John Ettler - Engraved Hunter
Fixed Blade, Tapered Tang, 4 1/8” Blade, Unknown Steel, Stag Handle Scales, Stainless Bolsters, 8 1/2” OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Mirror polish blade with maker’s logo on obverse side. Engraved bolsters are signed ‘Flannery, Eng.’. There are slight scuff marks on the top of the bolster, very minimal. Nice stag scales. Tooled, brown leather sheath from L. Parsons, Mustang, OK. Ships in zippered case.

KLSP92244 $ 1345.00

R.W. Wilson - Hunter
Fixed Blade, Wrapped Tang Construction, 3 3/4” Blade, ATS-34 Stainless, Desert Ironwood Handle Scales, Brass Guard, Thong Hole, Red Liners, Red/Turquoise Spacer, 8 1/2” OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Mirror polish blade. Pinned ironwood with red and turquoise spacers. Brass wrapped around stainless tang construction. Tooled brown leather sheath has a metal pocket or boot clip. Ships in zippered case.

KLSP92247 $ 520.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Material/Design</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tommy McNabb - Engraved Fighter</strong></td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Hidden Tang, 5 1/8˝ Blade, D2, Fossilized Walrus Ivory Handle, Ni Slv Reduced Hilt, Nickel Silver Pommel, 10˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Mirror polish blade with beautiful floral and scroll engraving, as is on the spine, reduced hilt and spacer. Red fiber, nickel silver and muskox spacers compliment the fossilized walrus ivory handle. No sheath. Ships in zippered case.</td>
<td><strong>CANNOT SHIP OUTSIDE U.S.A.</strong></td>
<td>$835.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carl Colson - Randall Hunter</strong></td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Tapered Tang, 3 3/4˝ Blade, CPM-154 Stainless, 60 Rc., AAAA Desert Ironwood Scales, Stainless Guard, Thong Hole, Red Liners, 7 1/4˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Mirror polish blade. Figure grooved handle of premium desert ironwood. Reverse blade is marked '958', as is the made-to-fit brown leather sheath that is signed by the maker and also marked '2020'. Certificate of Authenticity card is attached, Ships in zippered case.</td>
<td><strong>KLSP92250</strong></td>
<td>$715.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Don Cowles - Gent's Custom Pocket Carry</strong></td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Tapered Tang, 2 5/8˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Engraved Blued SS Scales, Thong Hole, Gold Inlays, 5˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Mosaic damascus blade with gold dot and genuined diamond inserts. Hot blued engraved handle scales feature gold inlays (both sides). Ships in red lizard skin pocket pouch with stainless steel clip.</td>
<td><strong>KLSP92253</strong></td>
<td>$835.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Michael Connor - Hunter</strong></td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Hidden Tang, 4 5/8˝ Blade, Carbon Steel, Maple Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Nickel Silver Butt, 9 1/4˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Satin finish blade with maker's name on obverse and 'MS' Master Smith designation on reverse. Colorful maple handle. Comes with tooled leather sheath marked J.F. Keeslar.</td>
<td><strong>KLSP92255</strong></td>
<td>$1315.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tim Foster - Takedown Hunter</strong></td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Narrow Tang, 3 3/4˝ Blade, Carbon Steel, Maple Wood Handle, Integral Hilt, Stainless Butt, 8 1/2˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Satin finish blade with maker's name and &quot;MS&quot; Master Smith designation. Figured maple handle. No sheath.</td>
<td><strong>KLSP92256</strong></td>
<td>$655.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dickie Robinson - Fancy Hunter</strong></td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Narrow Tang, 4˝ Blade, Carbon Steel, Desert Ironwood Handle Scales, Stainless Guard, 8 1/4˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Satin finish blade has maker's name on obverse and 'MS' Master Smith designation on reverse. Engraved guard. Two-tone ironwood scales. No sheath.</td>
<td><strong>KLSP92257</strong></td>
<td>$585.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mike Williams - Fancy Hunter</strong></td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Narrow Tang, 4˝ Blade, Carbon Steel, Exotic Wood Handle Scales, Stainless Guard, Fancy Stainless Pins, 8 1/2˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Satin finish blade with maker's name and Master Smith designation on obverse ricasso. Beautiful floral engraved guard (both sides). Nicely grained wood handle scales. No sheath.</td>
<td><strong>KLSP92258</strong></td>
<td>$875.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>David Anders - Fighter</strong></td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Narrow Tang, 6 3/4˝ Blade, Carbon Steel, Ebony Handle, Nickel Silver Hilt, 11 1/4˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Satin finish blade by current Master Smith. This knife was used for Journey Smith test. Double hilt. Dark wood handle. No sheath.</td>
<td><strong>KLSP92259</strong></td>
<td>$655.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rockstead Knives - SAI-T Japanese Custom</strong></td>
<td>Folder, 3 1/4˝ Blade, ZDP-189 Stainless, 67 Rc., Coated Titanium Handle Scales, Thong Hole, Linerlock, 4 1/4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Mirror polish tanto &quot;Honzukuri&quot; blade (both sides have a convex grind). DLC Prism coated titanium handles scales have a terraced effect. Strong, solid linerlock. Black leather pouch. Individually serial numbered and comes with a certificate of authenticity. Ships in original wooden box with chamois cloth.</td>
<td><strong>KLSP92262</strong></td>
<td>$1460.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>William Henry Knives - Mattlock</strong></td>
<td>Folder, 3 5/8˝ Blade, 154CM Stainless, Titanium Frame, 4 3/4˝ Close, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Titanium frame with black carbon fiber inserts. Satin finish blade with thumbstud. Frame has built-in lanyard hole and durable carbon fiber inserts. Black leather clip case. Ships in original box with paperwork concerning the knife and the patented MattLock.</td>
<td><strong>KLSP92263</strong></td>
<td>$620.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All fixed blade knives include a sheath unless otherwise stated.*
Chris Reeve Knives - Neil Roberts Warrior Knife
Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 6 1/4” Blade, 930V Stainless, 55-57 Rc., Black Canvas Micarta Scales, 11 1/4” OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Completion date 4/6/05, designed by Bill Harsey and dedicated to the memory of the first SEAL to lose his life in action since 1989 during Operation Acaconda, Afghanistan 2002. Drop point, hollow ground black coated blade finish. Blade is marked “Neil Roberts - BUD/S Class 184”. Not serialized (184 were numbered for the Navy Seal community), but the knife is identical. Includes Tan SpecOps nylon sheath with original box and documentation.
KLSP92264 $ 725.00

Andreas Kalani - FELLY-Ray
Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 9” Blade, 80CrV2 Carbon Steel, Canvas Micarta Handle Scales, Thong Hole w/Lanyard, 13” OAL, New from maker. Hand rubbed satin finish high carbon blade is full flat ground and is flexible. Great for professional fisherman or home chef for filleting. Multi-Scale canvas micarta handle. Lanyard. Hybrid Kydex/Stingray with leather straps. Includes a Certificate of Authenticity and Moommix protectant.
KLSP92265 $ 690.00

John H. Davis - Damascus Fighter
Fixed Blade, Hidden Tang, 8” Blade, Damascus Steel, Buffalo Horn Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Nickel Silver Pommel, 13” OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Silver Streak Damascus with false top edge. The mammoth tooth spacer contrasts nicely with the buffalo horn handle. Brown leather sheath has a stingray inlay. Satin finish blade. Maker’s name on guard. Elk stag handle has stacked leather and aluminum spacers. No sheath. Ships in zippered case.
KLSP92269 $ 870.00

John H. Davis - RC Flipper Folder
KLSP92271 $ 635.00

Rob Hudson - Trailing Point Hunter
KLSP92273 $ 550.00

John Greco - Buffalo Skinner
KLSP92279 $ 430.00

John Greco - Large Buffalo Skinner
Fixed Blade, Narrow Tang, 7 1/2” Blade, High Carbon Steel, Stacked Leather/Elk Stag Hndl, Aluminum Guard, 12 1/2” OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Satin finish blade. Maker’s name on guard. Elk stag handle has stacked leather with red, brass, aluminum and stacked leather spacers. No sheath. Ships in zippered case.
KLSP92280 $ 510.00

Bob Lay - Personal Hunter
KLSP92274 $ 460.00

Barrett & Clair - Damascus Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3” Blade, Damascus Steel, Stag Handle Scales, Stainless Guard, Thong Hole, Engraved Pins, 7 1/2” OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Damascus blade. Guard is marked “Barrett & Clair - Waco, Texas - Damascus Steel” and has floral engraving on both sides, along the top tang and the pins. The back stag handle is more smooth than the obverse side but very nice presentation. Ships in zippered case.
KLSP92276 $ 400.00

Larry Duvall - Lockback
Folder, 2 7/8” Blade, Unknown Steel, Stainless Steel Frame, Wooly Mammoth Inlay, 3 7/8” Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Satin finish blade with maker’s name/logo on obverse side. Wooly mammoth insert (each side). Filework around the entire frame. Nice action. Excellent condition.
KLSP92277 $ 510.00

M. Larsen - Integral Hunter
Fixed Blade, Narrow Tang, 4” Blade, D2, Stag Round Handle, Integral Guard, Stainless Butt, 8 3/4” OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Mirror polish blade with maker’s logo on obverse blade. Nice stag round with black, stainless and turquoise spacers. Brown leather lightly tooled sheath included.
KLSP92278 $ 550.00

SOLD

SOLD
Steve Powers - Skinner


KLSP92282 $ 415.00

Steve Powers - Hunter


KLSP92283 $ 415.00

Kevin Casey - Vintage (early 2000s) Fighter

Fixed Blade, Hidden Tang, 5 1/2˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Ironwood Handle, Brass Double Hilt, Mosaic Pin, 9 1/2˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Little use or carry, if any. Forged damascus blade with maker's name and mark on obverse side. Nicely figured ironwood handle. Custom brown leather brown leather sheath with snakeskin inlay by Gray Knives. Knife has been stored in sheath.

KLSP92284 $ 505.00

Ricardo Perpina - Loveless-Style Hunter


KLSP92285 $ 490.00

Jerry Lairson - Clip Point Hunter

Fixed Blade, Hidden Tang, 8˝ Blade, Carbon Steel, Exotic Beefwood Handle Scales, Nickel Slv Dbl Hilt, 13˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Satin finish blade with false top edge on clip. Decorative hilt. No sheath.

KLSP92286 $ 885.00

Joe Flournoy - Skinner


KLSP92287 $ 445.00

John H. Davis - Flipper Linerlock


KLSP92288 $ 645.00

Steve Schwarzer - Damascus Friction Folder

Folder, 3˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Crown Stag Handle, Silver Pin w/Washer, 4˝ Stag Handle, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Patterned damascus blade with filework and maker's mark on obverse side. Smooth action. Early Schwarzer, Master Bladesmith knife. Ships in zippered case. Latest inductee into Blade Cutlery Hall of Fame.

KLSP92291 $ 1145.00

Howard Clark - Straight Razor


KLSP92292 $ 520.00

Koji Hara - Small Gent’s Midlock

Folder, 2˝ Blade, ATS-34 Stainless, Mother-of-Pearl Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Nickel Silver Liners, 2 3/4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Satin finish blade with nail nick and maker's mark. Beautiful pearl scales. Ships in zippered case.

KLSP92294 $ 550.00

Koji Hara - Gentleman’s Linerlock

Folder, 2 7/8˝ Blade, ATS-34 Stainless, Gold Lip Pearl Handle Onlays, Stainless Bolsters, Stainless Liners, Stainless Backspacer, 4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Satin finish blade with bronze checkered thumb stud and maker's mark on obverse. Stainless dovetailed bolsters. Colorful gold lip pearl onlays. Ships in padded case.

KLSP92295 $ 750.00

Laurenson - Lockback

Folder, 3 5/8˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Mammoth Tooth Handle Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Nickel Slv Liners, Stainless Lockbar, 4 7/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Mirror polish blade with nail nick and maker's last name on reverse. Colorful mammoth tooth scales. Ships in zippered case.

KLSP92296 $ 550.00

1-800-965-6433
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Material Details</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harry Noel</td>
<td>Damascus Hunter</td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Hidden Tang, 4” Blade, Damascus Steel, Stag Handle, Brass Guard, Brass Butt Plate, 8 1/4” OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Ladder pattern damascus of 1080/15N20 steels. All work by maker. Brown leather sheath. Ships in zippered case.</td>
<td>$595.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Young</td>
<td>Long Riderman Damascus Hunter</td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Hidden Tang, 5” Blade, Damascus Steel, Stag Round Handle, Stainless Guard, Stainless Butt Cap, 9 7/8” OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Damascus blade of 1080/15N20/L-6. Nice stag handle. Custom brown leather sheath with tooling from the maker. Ships in zippered case.</td>
<td>$695.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stek Knives</td>
<td>Damascus Hunter</td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Hidden Tang, 5” Blade, Damascus Steel, Sambar Stag Round Handle, Brass Guard, Brass Butt Plate, 9 3/4” OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Heft damascus blade with thumb notches. Nice stag handle has consistent look all the way around. Brown horizontal carry leather sheath from the maker. Ships in zippered case.</td>
<td>$625.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.R. Good</td>
<td>Elk Camp Knife</td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Tapered Tang, 7” Blade, Damascus Steel, Elk Stag Handle Scales, Wood Bolsters, 9 11/16” OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Polish damascus blade with owner’s name on reverse side. Matching elk stag scales. Dark green leather sheath. Ships in zippered case.</td>
<td>$625.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All fixed blade knives include a sheath unless otherwise stated.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Model</td>
<td>Blade Material</td>
<td>Handle Material</td>
<td>Overall Length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keith Bagley - Skinner</td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Hidden Tang, 4 3/8˝ Blade, W-2 Carbon, Stag Round Handle, Stainless Guard, Stainless Butt Plate, 9 1/4˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Upswept blade with hamon line and maker's logo on reverse blade. Nice stag handle with malachite and black fiber spacers. Brown leather sheath has light tooling. Ships in zippered case.</td>
<td>KLSP92308</td>
<td>$ 650.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Gibson - Vintage Cowboy Bowie</td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Hidden Tang, 9 3/4˝ Blade, Unknown Steel, Premium Stag Round Handle, Stainless Db1 Hilt, Stainless Pommel, 13 1/2˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Blade has a few scuff marks from storage. Maker's name and arrow logo on obverse side. Nice stag handle with coin, twisted stainless and brass spacers. Fluted stainless pommel with brass pin. Tooled leather sheath with metal 5-star concho. Ships in zippered case.</td>
<td>KLSP92309</td>
<td>$ 900.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Ingram - Hunter</td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Tapered Tang, 3 3/4˝ Blade, 52100 Carbon, Desert Ironwood Handle Scales, Stainless Bolsters, 8˝ OAL, New from AZ maker. Satin finish forged blade has maker's logo on reverse side. Beautiful ironwood scales with domed pins. Dark brown leather sheath is hand-tooled by the maker. This is one of the knives that was successfully presented at the 2023 Blade Show ABS Journeyman Test. Comes with card of authenticity and ships in zippered case.</td>
<td>KLSP92310</td>
<td>$ 700.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Ingram - Hunter</td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Hidden Tang, 5˝ Blade, 5160 Carbon, Desert Ironwood Handle Scales, Stainless Guard, Stainless Butt Plate, 10˝ OAL, New from AZ maker. Satin finish forged blade has maker's logo on reverse side. 416 SS guard and domed pin. Highly figured and contoured desert ironwood handle. This is one of the knives that was successfully presented at the 2023 Blade Show ABS Journeyman Test. Comes with lightly tooled brown leather sheath from the maker. Includes a card of authenticity and ships in zippered case.</td>
<td>KLSP92311</td>
<td>$ 600.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billy Smith - Scagel-Style Hunter</td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Hidden Tang, 4 1/2˝ Blade, 1080 Forged Carbon Steel, MI White Tail Antler Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, 9 1/2˝ OAL, New from maker. Satin finish blade with maker's logo on obverse. Handle has stabilized leather, micarta, nickel silver and brass spacers. Handstitch leather sheath has basketweave pattern. Ships in zippered case.</td>
<td>KLSP92312</td>
<td>$ 525.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billy Smith - Scagel-Style Hunter</td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Hidden Tang, 4 1/2˝ Blade, 1080 Forged Carbon Steel, MI White Tail Antler Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, 9 1/2˝ OAL, New from maker. Satin finish blade with maker's logo on obverse. Handle has stabilized leather, micarta, nickel silver and brass spacers. Handstitch leather sheath has basketweave pattern. Ships in zippered case.</td>
<td>KLSP92313</td>
<td>$ 525.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andreas Kalani - Dareena Knife</td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Tapered Tang, 5 1/4˝ Blade, 1075 High Carbon Steel, Two Maple Handle Scales, White G-10 Liners, 9 5/8˝ OAL, New from maker. Satin Brute-De-Forge blade with maker's logo on obverse. The handle is of birdseye maple and spalted maple separated by bands of colored G-10. Hybrid kydex/leather sheath.</td>
<td>KLSP92314</td>
<td>$ 1100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andreas Kalani - Parnia</td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 4 1/2˝ Blade, 1075 High Carbon Steel, Two Maple Handle Scales, Black Liners, 8 1/4˝ OAL, New from maker. Hand rubbed satin finish blade with maker's logo on the obverse and name on the reverse. Stabilized birdseye and spalted maple handle scales separated by bands of colored G-10. Hybrid leather and kydex sheath.</td>
<td>KLSP92315</td>
<td>$ 675.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andreas Kalani - Cambyses-Talwar Flipper</td>
<td>Folder, 3 1/2˝ Blade, AEB-L Stainless Steel, Artificial Marble Scales, Titanium Linerlock, 4 1/2˝ Closed, New from maker. Unusual hand rubbed satin finish blade. Artificial marble handle scales with carbon fiber and G-10 spacers of white, black and green. Anodized titanium frame. Filework on backspacer with maker's name on inside spacer. Stainless clip. Ships in wooden box with coordinating bead bracelet, Moommix, MagicFiber cleaning cloth and a Certificate of Authenticity.</td>
<td>KLSP92316</td>
<td>$ 950.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill Smith - B15 Titan - Button Lock</td>
<td>Folder, 3 1/4˝ Blade, ZDP-189 Stainless, 67 Rc., Titanium Handle, Thong Hole w/Lanyard, 4 1/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Mirror polished ZDP-189 laminate steel blade. Aerospace grade titanium handle. Blue anodized titanium thumb stud. Stainless clip. Black leather lanyard. Ships in original WH blue box with Certificate of Authenticity. Date completed 11/16/05 with serial number 601. Leather ClipCase included.</td>
<td>KLSP92317</td>
<td>$ 795.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
William Henry Knives - H300 Legacy
KLSP92318  $ 650.00

Rick Nowland - Wharncliffe Shadow
Folder, 3 1/4" Blade, CPM-154 Stainless, Vintage Canvas Micarta Scales, 416 SS Liners, 4" Closed, New from maker. Slipjoint with half stop. Satin finish blade with forward nail nick and maker's name on obverse ricasso. Good looking micarta scales with black liners and stainless shield inlay. Ships in black zippered case.
KLSP92319  $ 525.00

Rick Nowland - 3-Blade Stockman Slipjoint
KLSP92320  $ 995.00

Rick Nowland - Large Damascus Trapper
Folder, 3 5/8" Blade, Damascus Steel, Mammoth Ivory Handle Scales, Mokume Bolsters, Stainless Liners, 4 1/2" Closed, New from maker. Slipjoint, half-stop and flush all around. Chad Nichols damascus blade with nail nick. Nicely matched mammoth ivory scales contrasts with the mokume bolsters. Pinchable blade. Ships in zippered case.
KLSP92321  $ 1300.00

D.R. Davis - 4-Blade Congress Slipjoint
KLSP92322  $ 1000.00

D.R. Davis - Large 3-Blade Whittler
KLSP92323  $ 900.00

D.R. Davis - Large 3-Blade Seahorse Whittler
Folder, 2 1/4" Clip, 2" Wharncliffe/ 1 3/4" Pen, Damascus Steel, TiMascus w/M-o-P Handles, Titanium Liners, Gold Wire Inlay, 3 3/4" Closed, New from maker. Mike Norris stainless steel damascus blades with nail nicks. Colorful TiMascus handle with fiery mother-of-pearl inlays with intricate gold wire trim, along with gold screws. Anodized titanium liners have filework. Impeccable. Card of Authenticity states this is a prototype. Ships in maker's zippered case.
KLSP92324  $ 1895.00

Johnny Stout - Engraved Damascus Linerlock
Folder, 3 1/4" Blade, Damascus Steel, Engraved Stainless Scales, Gold Titanium Liners, M-O-P Inlays, 4 1/2" Closed, New from maker. Damascus blade has maker's logo on obverse side with pearl inlay in thumb stud. Stainless frame is exquisitely engraved by William Dale Bass and is signed with a 'B' on the underside of the front back bolster. Intricate details that include gold accents (front and back) and along the backspacer. Fiery mother-of-pearl inlays. Gold anodized titanium liners with special colorful treatment on the spine. Stunner. Ships in maker's zippered case.
KLSP92325  $ 7995.00

Chris Richardson - Perrin - Linerlock
Folder, 3 3/8" Blade, CPM-154 Stainless, Copper Handle Scales, NA, Titanium Liners, Betel Nut Inlays, 4 1/2" Closed, New from maker. Hand rubbed satin finish blade with copper enhanced thumb stud. The betel nut inlays provide beautiful contrast with the copper handle scales. Copper backspacer. Ships in zippered case with signed card of authenticity from the maker.
KLSP92326  $ 750.00

James B. “Jimmy” Lile - Large Interframe Button Lock
KLSP92327  $ 2975.00

SOLD
James B. "Jimmy" Lile - Vintage Large Hunter
KLSP92328 $ 2300.00

James B. "Jimmy" Lile - Vintage Large Easy Open
Folder, 3" Blade, ATS-34 Stainless, Nickel Silver Frame, M-O-P Inlays, 4" Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Lockback. Satin finished blade with maker's name on ricasso and checkered thumb stud on each side for right or left hand opening. Fiery mother-of-pearl insert on each side of handle. Excellent condition. Ships in zippered case.
KLSP92329 $ 950.00

James B. "Jimmy" Lile - Vintage Large Easy Open
Folder, 3" Blade, ATS-34 Stainless, Nickel Silver Frame, Brown Micarta Inlays, 4" Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Satin finished blade with checkered thumb stud on each side for right or left hand opening. Maker's name on obverse ricasso that has minor scratching from opening and closing. Brown micarta inlay on each side. Lockback. Overall excellent condition.
KLSP92330 $ 900.00

James B. "Jimmy" Lile - Vintage Small Gent's Slipjoint
KLSP92331 $ 850.00

James B. "Jimmy" Lile - Vintage Big 7 Hunter
KLSP92332 $ 900.00

James B. "Jimmy" Lile - Vintage Large Hunter
KLSP92333 $ 950.00

Deryl Wright - Lile-O-Type
KLSP92334 $ 525.00

Deryl Wright - Elmer Keith Style Hunter
Fixed Blade, Narrow Tang, 5" Blade, CTS-XHP Carpenter Steel, 60.5 Rc. Cyro-Treat, Stag Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Black Micarta Butt, 9 5/8" OAL, New from maker. Dual finish blade with polished guard. Nickel silver and red gold laced coral spacers compliment the stag round handle. Brown leather sheath from the maker.
KLSP92335 $ 795.00

Deryl Wright - Hunter/Skinner
KLSP92336 $ 625.00

Deryl Wright - Caper Hunter
KLSP92337 $ 600.00

Deryl Wright - Deluxe Hunter
Fixed Blade, Narrow Tang, 4 1/4" Blade, CTS-XHP Carpenter Steel, 60.5 Rc. Cyro-Treat, Stag Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Micarta Butt, 8 1/4" OAL, New from maker. Dual finish blade with polished guard. Smooth stag handle with nickel silver and red coral gold laced spacers. Brown leather sheath from maker.
KLSP92338 $ 625.00

Deryl Wright - Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3 3/4" Blade, CTS-XHP Carpenter Steel, 60.5 Rc Cyro-Treat, Orange Micarta Handle Scales, Nickel Silver Guard, Thong Hole, Black Liners, 8" OAL, New from maker. Dual finish blade with polished guard. Hunter orange micarta scales. Brown leather sheath from maker.
KLSP92339 $ 600.00
### Deryl Wright - Skinner
KLSP92340 $ 550.00

### Deryl Wright - Hunter
KLSP92341 $ 600.00

### Brion Tomberlin - Fighter
KLSP92342 $ 1200.00

### Jaymes Stevens - Damascus Straight Razor
KLSP92343 $ 575.00

### J.C. Provost - Fancy Hunter
KLSP92344 $ 1250.00

### Give us a call at 1-800-965-6433 or email Debbie at ce_info@cuttingedge.com for information on how we can help sell your knives.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robert Young - Hunter</td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Contoured Handle, Full Tapered Tang, 3˝ Blade, CPM-154 Stainless, Ram's Horn Handle Scales, Stainless Guard, Thong Hole, Black Liners, 6 3/4˝ OAL, New from maker. Mirror polish blade, guard and hardware. Matched horn scales. Serial number ‘497’ on reverse ricasso and brown leather sheath that is signed by the maker.</td>
<td>$ 850.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Young - Skinner</td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Contoured Handle, Full Tapered Tang, 3 3/4˝ Blade, CPM-154 Stainless, Ram's Horn Handle Scales, Stainless Guard, Thong Hole, Black Liners, 8˝ OAL, New from maker. Mirror polish finish on blade, guard and hardware. Matched horn scales. Serial number 495 on reverse ricasso and on brown leather sheath that is signed by maker.</td>
<td>$ 850.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ralph Smith - Engraved Hunter</td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3 1/2˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Stag Handle Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Thong Hole, Black Liners, Engraved Pins, 7 1/2˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Mirror polished blade with maker's mark on obverse. Engraved bolsters, with an English setter on obverse side and traditional scrolls on reverse. Nicely matched stag scales. Brown leather sheath.</td>
<td>$ 795.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinhardt - Hunter</td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 4˝ Blade, ATS-34 Stainless, Mammoth Ivory Handle Scales, Brass bolsters, 8 1/4˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Mirror polish blade this is marked 'Reinhardt Los Osos Ca' on obverse side. Closely matched mammoth scales. Brown leather sheath.</td>
<td>$ 695.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jed Darby - Drop Point Hunter</td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 3 3/4˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Stag Handle Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Red Liners, 8˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Mirror polish blade is marked 'Darby 97'. Engraved stainless bolsters. Matched stag scales. Brown leather sheath.</td>
<td>$ 650.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stek Knives - Camp Knife</td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 7 1/4˝ Blade, 1095 Carbon Steel, Sambar Stag Handle Scales, Thong Hole, Red Liners, 12˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Mirror polished blade with maker's logo on obverse ricasso. Matched stag scales. Brown leather sheath.</td>
<td>$ 750.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stek Knives - Hunter</td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Hidden Tang, 7˝ Blade, 1095 Carbon Steel, Stag Round Handle, Double Brass Guard, Brass Butt Cap, 12 1/4˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Mirror polish blade with maker's logo on obverse. Double brass guard. Nice stag round handle has brass, red and brown acrylic spacers. Brown leather sheath.</td>
<td>$ 795.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stek Knives - Bowie</td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Hidden Tang, 8˝ Blade, 1095 Carbon Steel, Stag Round Handle, Double Brass Hilt, Brass Butt Plate, 13˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Mirror polish blade with maker's logo on ricasso. There are light scratches on the blade from sheath storage. Substantial brass hilt. Green acrylic, brass and red spacers compliment the stag round handle. Brown leather sheath.</td>
<td>$ 875.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keith Murr - Damascus Hunter</td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 3 3/4˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Desert Ironwood Handle Scales, Thong Hole w/Lanyard, 8˝ OAL, New from maker. Alabama damascus blade has maker's name on obverse side. Figured ironwood scales. Brown leather braided lanyard. Brown leather sheath from the maker.</td>
<td>$ 600.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Keith Murr - Damascus Hunter</strong></td>
<td><strong>Keith Murr - Hunter</strong></td>
<td><strong>Terry &quot;TC&quot; Roberts - Damascus Hunter</strong></td>
<td><strong>Terry &quot;TC&quot; Roberts - Damascus Hunter</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Burt Foster - Combat #5
KLSP92374 $ 1300.00

Burt Foster - Combat #4 Elite
KLSP92375 $ 1200.00

Burt Foster - Blue Collar Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3 1/4˝ Blade, MA, 0-1 Carbon Tool Steel, Scalloped G-10 Handle Scales, Thong Hole, 7 1/2˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Satin finish blade. Textured G-10 scales. Brown leather sheath from the maker.
KLSP92376 $ 525.00

Burt Foster - Dark Side All Metal Knife
Fixed Blade, 3” Blade, Laminated Steel, Laminated Steel Forge Texture, Thong Hole, 7 1/8˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Minimalist forged knife with forge texture on the sides for better grip and character. Made with laminated and damascus steels. Kydex sheath with textures leather overlay is adjustable for right or left hand carry in vertical or horizontal position.
KLSP92377 $ 500.00

Burt Foster - Combat #6
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 5˝ Blade, 80CrV2 Carbon Steel, Scalloped Black G-10 Scales, Thong Hole, 10 1/4˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Never used or carried. Blued blade with black textured G-10 scales. Dark leather sheath from the maker. Also comes with leather storage sleeve.
KLSP92378 $ 750.00

Ricardo Perpina - Large Fighter
KLSP92379 $ 995.00

Harry Morseth - Utility Knife
Fixed Blade, Hidden Tang, 5˝ Blade, Laminated Steel, Stacked Leather Handle, Aluminum Guard, Aluminum Pommel, 9 1/4˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Early 50’s knife that has had the blade expertly refinished. Blade is marked ‘BRUSLETTO GEILO MADE IN NORWAY’ on obverse and ‘MORSETH’ on reverse ricasso. Cast aluminum handle with intact leather spacers. Original Saf-Lok brown leather sheath has no missing stitches. Ships in zippered case.
KLSP92380 $ 600.00

Suchat Jangtanong - Linerlock
Folder, 3˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Carved Stainless Frame, Titanium Liners, Filework Blade/Liner, 4 1/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Light use. Some scuff marks that are hardly noticeable on mirror polish blade. Black lip pearl and abalone inserts (both sides) on carved stainless handle. Amethyst gemstone set in thumb stud. Black lip pearl inserts on backspacer. Ships in zippered case.
KLSP92381 $ 695.00

T.A. Davison - Swayback - Slipjoint
KLSP92382 $ 800.00

Randall Knives - Model 18 - Attack Survival
Fixed Blade, 5 1/2˝ Blade, 440B Stainless, 55-56 Rc, Stainless Tubular Handle - 1˝ Brass Double Hilt, Compass in Butt, 10 1/4˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried but has been stored in the sheath. Polished blade with sawtooth top edge. Brass hilt has some storage marks. The steel handle has been wrapped with BDU camoflauge tape. Removable and threaded brass butt cap with compass. Original owner’s name on reverse blade and handwritten on original brown leather sheath that has sharpening stone in pocket. Comes with paracord.
KLSP92383 $ 795.00
Al Mar Knives - Original Production Pathfinder
Fixed Blade, Kukri, Hidden Tang, 13 3/4˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Grooved Polymer Handle, Brass Double Guard, Thong Holes, Gold AM Chop Inlay, 19 1/2˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Mirror polish kukri blade with maker's name and logo on obverse and 'Seki Japan' on reverse ricasso. No serial number, not the pre-production model. Brass double guard. Black polymer handle with gold Al Mar chop on each side. Original black nylon sheath.
KLSP92384 $ 900.00

Jesse Davis - Damascus Bowie
KLSP92389 $ 900.00

All fixed blade knives include a sheath unless otherwise stated.

Do you have knives you'd like to sell in our catalog?
E-mail Debbie at ce_info@cuttingedge.com
Joel A. Worley - Damascus Sticker
Fixed Blade, Hidden Tang, 4 1/2˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Carved Mastaon Ivory Handle, Brass Guard, 9˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Damascus blade with maker's name on obverse ricasso and 'JS' designation on reverse. Brass guard and collar. Beautifully carved mastodon ivory shows various colors. Butt is checkered to match the snakeskin inlay in brown leather sheath.

KLSP92393 $1200.00

Lloyd Hale - Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 5˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Black Micarta Handle Scales, Stainless Guard, 9 1/2˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Knife has been stored in sheath. Mirror polish blade. Filework around the entire tang. Maker's name on nickel silver shield on reverse handle scale. Dark brown leather sheath has light tool work.

KLSP92394 $950.00

Lloyd Hale - Wharncliffe Art Knife
Fixed Blade, Wrapped Tang Construction, 4˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Ivory Micarta Handle Scales, Stainless Guard, Thong Hole, 9 1/4˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Knife has been stored in sheath. Mirror polish blade with heavy filework on spine and around the entire tang construction. Maker's name embedded in tang. Dark brown leather sheath has light tooling.

KLSP92395 $950.00

Lloyd Hale - Art Knife
Fixed Blade, Wrapped Tang Construction, 6˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Ebony Wood Handle Scales, Stainless Pommel, 11 3/8˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Knife has been stored in sheath. Mirror polish finish on the blade with filework. Nickel silver spacer and an oval inlay in the ebony handle scales. There are also insets of mother-of-pearl in the handle and along the entire tang construction. In addition, there are three abalone insets and a decorative SS inset with the maker's name on the tang. Very ornate. Black leather sheath has a snap with mother of pearl inlay.

KLSP92396 $1495.00

Pete Truncali - Lockback

KLSP92398 $565.00

Pete Truncali - Lockback

KLSP92399 $465.00

Jim Dunlap - Slipjoint Skinner

KLSP92400 $610.00

Jim Dunlap - Wharncliffe Trapper

KLSP92401 $770.00

Bobby House - Fat Zulu

KLSP92402 $1015.00
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Tony Baker - Lockback Interframe
KLSP92403 $ 2025.00

Wayne Whittaker - Lockback
KLSP92404 $ 750.00

Steve Powers - Hunter
KLSP92405 $ 510.00

Steve Powers - Hunter
KLSP92406 $ 565.00

Steve Powers - Skinner
KLSP92407 $ 565.00

Deryl Wright - Classic Hunter
KLSP92408 $ 565.00

Wardman Custom Knives - Custom Hunter
Fixed Blade, Hidden Tang, 4 1/8” Blade, CPM-154 Stainless, Sambar Stag Handle, Brass Guard, Brass Butt Cap, Amboyna Spacer, 8 7/8” OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Mirror polish blade with maker’s logo on ricasso. Premium stag handle with an amboyna burl spacer. Dark brown leather sheath with snap from the maker.
KLSP92409 $ 650.00

T.K. (Tim) Steingass - Custom Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 4” Blade, Damascus Steel, Tiger Koa Wood Handle, Stainless Guard, Thong Hole, Red Liners, 8 1/2” OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Large pattern damascus blade contrasts nicely with the tiger stripe koa wood handle. Brown leather pouch-style sheath from the maker.
KLSP92410 $ 690.00

Jesse Davis - Hunter
KLSP92411 $ 405.00

Jesse Davis - Small Fighter
KLSP92412 $ 445.00

Find More Knives at

Do you have knives you’d like to sell in our catalog? E-mail Debbie at ce_info@cuttingedge.com
Leonard Toews - Fighter
KLSP92413 $ 480.00

Chuck Hawes - Hunter
KLSP92414 $ 610.00

Stek Knives - Hand Forged Damascus Dagger
KLSP92415 $ 725.00

Devon "Butch" Beaver - Gent's Boot Knife
Fixed Blade, Hidden Tang, 3 1/2˝ Blade, ATS-34 Stainless, 4-Piece Yellow Amber Handle, Stainless Guard, Stainless Pommel, Blk/Stainless Spacer, 7 1/8˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Mirror polish blade with filework along spine and ricasso. Maker's name on obverse blade. Filework on guard. Bright yellow amber is separated by black and stainless spacers. Leather sheath has metal boot clip. Ships in zippered case.
KLSP92416 $ 770.00

Harold Corby - Fighter
KLSP92417 $ 565.00

Joe Anderson - Mid-Lock
Folder, 3 3/8˝ Blade, Unknown Steel, Brass Frame w/Stag Inserts, Brass Bolsters, Brass Shield, 4 1/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Vintage knife. Mirror polish blade with nail nick and filework on spine. Marked 'Andy.1' on obverse and 'LOU KY 01' on reverse ricasso. Polished brass frame has filework as does the lockbar. Nicely matched stag scales. Inside lockbar is marked 'ANDY #01 12-12-80 JOE U.S.A.' Ships in zippered case.
KLSP92418 $ 480.00

Chuck Hawes - Camp Knife
KLSP92419 $ 550.00

Chuck Hawes - Camp Knife
KLSP92420 $ 510.00

Chuck Hawes - Damascus Hunter
Fixed Blade, Hidden Tang, 4 1/4˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Stag Handle, Brass Guard, Red Spacers, 8 7/8˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. High carbon damascus blade forged by maker. Thumb notches and lift filework along the edge of the blade. Stag handle with green maple spacer. Mosaic pin in butt. Brown leather sheath has light tooling. Ships in zippered case.
KLSP92421 $ 510.00

L.L. Jones - Boot-Style Knife
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 4 1/2˝ Blade, ATS-34 Stainless, Ram's Horn Handle Scales, Stainless Guard, Thong Hole, Red Liners, 8 1/2˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Mirror polished, double-edged blade. Decorative guard with engraved/stippled outline with a mosaic pin insert (each side). Well-matched ram's horn scales. Filework along the tang. Fitted brown leather ship with metal clip from the maker. Ships in zippered case.
KLSP92422 $ 590.00

Jim Gill - Hunter
KLSP92423 $ 465.00
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Fred Ott - Hunter ‘Personal Knife’
KLSP92424 $ 625.00

Steve Voorhis - Sub-Hilt Fighter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3 3/4’ Blade, Sharpened Top Edge, Unknown Steel, Brown Micarta Handle Scales, Brass Hilt, Thong Hole, 10 3/4’ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried but has been stored in sheath. Double hollow ground, mirror polish blade. Maker’s name on reverse and ‘750’ on obverse ricasso. Brown leather sheath. Ships in zippered case.
KLSP92425 $ 610.00

Steve Powers - Hunter
KLSP92426 $ 565.00

Steve Powers - Hunter
KLSP92427 $ 565.00

Steve Powers - Small Hunter
KLSP92428 $ 480.00

Steve Powers - Everyday Carry
KLSP92429 $ 565.00

Paul Myers - Clip Point Slipjoint
KLSP92430 $ 485.00

Paul Myers - 5-Blade Slipjoint
Folder, Center Clip 2 3/4’, Unknown Steel, Red Bone Scales, Ni Silver Bolsters, Nickel Silver Frame, Nickel Silver Shield, 3 7/8’ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. This knife has a blade for every purpose: 2’ Pen, 2’ small clip, 2 3/4’ clip (center blade), 2 1/8’ Wharncliffe and 2 1/4’ Spey blade. All mirror polished with nail nicks and half stop. Maker’s logo on obverse and ‘MYERS 526’ on reverse ricasso. Deep red bone scales. Dovetailed nickel silver bolsters with filework around the liners. Stainless back springs. Excellent condition.
KLSP92431 $ 610.00

Paul Myers - 2 Blade Slipjoint
Folder, 2 3/4’ Spear Point, 2’ Pen Blade, Unknown Steel, Jigged Bone Handle Scales, Ni Silver Bolsters, Red Liners, Nickel Silver Shield, 3 1/2’ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Mirror polish finish on blades with long nail nicks. Maker’s logo on obverse and ‘MYERS 733’ on reverse ricasso. Nice jigged bone in caramel color. Dovetailed nickel silver bolsters with filework around the liner. Half stop. Stainless back spring. Excellent condition.
KLSP92432 $ 525.00

Darrel Ralph - Big Dogg Maxx - 1st One Made
Folder, Framelock Flipper, 8 3/4’ Blade, S30V Stainless, Titanium Handle, Frog Stud, 9 3/4’ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Handmade by Darrel in 2007. From Darrel’s son Ian, this is THE original knife made with 8 3/4’ blade and the first for Darrel to put a frog stud on because he deemed it too large for a mere pocket clip. Only 10-15 in this size was ever made. Hand-rubbed satin finish blade with false top edge, a fuller that runs almost the length of the blade and the Maxx Glide pivot bearing system for smooth opening & closing. There are a total of eleven black carbon fiber inserts. Ships in zippered case. Excellent action. Rare find.
KLSP92433 $ 3645.00
All fixed blade knives include a sheath unless otherwise stated.
Charles Bolton - Skinner
KLSP92445 $ 460.00

Rick (RIP Knives) Poirier - Damascus Hunter
KLSP92446 $ 920.00

Jay Hendrickson - Skinner
KLSP92447 $ 525.00

Ronnie Foster - Hunter
KLSP92448 $ 720.00

John Perry - Hunter
KLSP92449 $ 590.00

John Martin - Damascus Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 3 1/2˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Pinned Stag Handle Scales, Nickel Silver Guard, 7 1/4˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Damascus blade with maker's initials 'JAM' and JS journey smith designation on the obverse ricasso. Nicely matched stag scales. Tooled brown leather sheath.
KLSP92450 $ 495.00

Brad Zinker - Linerlock Filet Knife
KLSP92451 $ 425.00

Ron Newton - Take-Down Bowie
KLSP92452 $ 1205.00

Brian Lyttle - Damascus Hunter
Fixed Blade, Hidden Tang, 4 1/2˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Mammoth Ivory Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, 8 5/8˝ OAL, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Stainless Damascus. Nude scrimshaw on obverse handle is by the maker. Hairline crack in the mammoth ivory (stabilized). Dark brown leather pouch-style sheath.
KLSP92453 $ 645.00

Give us a call at 1-800-965-6433 or email Debbie at ce_info@cuttingedge.com for information on how we can help sell your knives.